Self versus Nonself Discrimination by the Soluble Complement Regulators Factor H and FHL-1.
The plasma proteins Factor H (FH) and its alternate splice variant FH-like protein 1 (FHL-1) are the major regulators of the complement alternative pathway. The indiscriminate nature of alternative pathway activation necessitates the regulators to be host selective, but the underlying principles of selectivity remained largely elusive. By analyzing human FH and FHL-1 for protection of different host and foreign cells (rabbit and yeast), we uncovered a 2-fold discriminatory mechanism of FH in favor of self: relative to FHL-1, FH exhibits a regulatory benefit on self but importantly, also, a regulatory penalty on nonself surfaces, yielding a selectivity factor of ∼2.4 for sialylated host surfaces. We further show that FHL-1 possesses higher regulatory activity than known but is relatively unselective. The reason for this unexpected high activity of FHL-1 is the observation that the complement regulatory site in FH exceeds the established first four domains. Affinity for C3b, cofactor and decay-accelerating activities, and serum assays demonstrate that the regulatory site extends domains 1-4 and includes domains 5-7. But unlike FH, FHL-1 exhibits a fast plasma clearance in mice, occurs sparsely in human plasma (at one fortieth of the FH concentration), and resists deregulation by FH-related proteins. These physiological differences and its late phylogenetic occurrence argue that FHL-1 is crucial for local rather than systemic compartments. In conclusion, we demonstrate a 2-fold discriminatory power of FH to promote selectivity for self over foreign and show that FHL-1 is more active than known but specialized for regulation on local tissues.